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Smart cities provide citizens with smart and advanced services to improve their quality of life. However, it has been observed that
the collection, storage, processing, and analysis of heterogeneous data that are usually borne by citizens will bear certain dif-
ficulties. +e development of the Internet of +ings, cloud computing, social media, and other Industry 4.0 influencers pushed
technology into a smart society’s framework, bringing potential vulnerabilities to sensor data, services, and smart city applications.
+ese vulnerabilities lead to data security problems. We propose a decentralized data management system for smart and secure
transportation that uses blockchain and the Internet of +ings in a sustainable smart city environment to solve the data vul-
nerability problem. A smart transportation mobility system demands creating an interconnected transit system to ensure
flexibility and efficiency. +is article introduces prior knowledge and then provides a Hyperledger Fabric-based data architecture
that supports a secure, trusted, smart transportation system. +e simulation results show the balance between the blockchain
mining time and the number of blocks created. We also use the average transaction delay evaluation model to evaluate the model
and to test the proposed system’s performance. +e system will address residents’ and authorities’ security challenges of the
transportation system in smart, sustainable cities and lead to better governance.

1. Introduction

In recent decades, rapid urbanization has been affected by
urban relocation due to better employment chances and
access to a better education system. Cities provide access to
better services, transportation, and communication [1].
Building a smart city is no longer a vision but a reality. Smart
cities endeavor to enhance citizens’ lifestyle and living
quality by solving common urban problems using the

Internet of +ings and modern technologies. Smart cities
depend on data streams accumulated from numerous sen-
sors to determine the spatiotemporal activities of the city [2].
Many organizations, government agencies, and research
institutions are working hard to create a connected and well-
equipped smart city. +e smart city utilizes the development
of the Internet of+ings (IoT) [3–5], cloud computing [6, 7],
and Industry 4.0, leading to potential vulnerabilities in smart
city data, services, and applications. +erefore, these
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weaknesses make people worry about whether their data are
transmitted and stored safely, confidential, and restricted for
unauthorized access. Trust in smart cities is the foundation
of transparency, governance, and people’s participation in
business, trade, and economic growth [8, 9]. Transportation
is essential for improving living standards and giving people
access to basic services, work, and roam around the city.
Transport is an essential factor in improving the livelihoods
of the citizens of a city [10]. A smart transportation system is
vital to today’s cities as it helps tourists and locals enjoy their
urban experiences further comfortably and enjoyably. Smart
cities provide effective smart transportation system solutions
by encouraging innovation, facilitating a collaborative
ecosystem, and achieving sustainability goals.

+e authors in [11] pointed out that due to the high level
of corruption in transportation-related projects, prices have
increased by 30–35%. A report by the Federal Ministry of
Economic Cooperation and Development, Germany, shows
that corruption in the transportation sector is common and
has reached the highest authorities [12]. +e General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union (EU)
has raised public awareness of personal data and data
protection, which should increase end-users confidence in
the use of personal data by private and public institutions.
+is allows the users to exchange personal data to improve
big data analysis [13]. It is not easy to track mitigation
measures in the transportation sector [14].

+ese challenges are part of the rapidly changing urban
transportation system environment, seen through the smart
city planner’s lens. +e strategies for solving urban trans-
portation system problems are unique to each city and
involve several factors. +e primary purpose is to design an
effective, fair, safe, and secure public transport system in-
tegrated with the blockchain and the IoT [5].

Blockchain is a digital ledger technology (DLT), which
creates a chain of blocks [15]. Each block contains time-
stamped information or transactions. +ese blocks are
immutable; nobody can temper them; hence, this property
makes blockchain a secure and trustworthy platform [16].
Most of the consensus algorithms used in today’s block-
chain-based systems cannot be used on devices with min-
imal computing resources [17]. Proof of Work (PoW) is the
first consensus algorithm introduced into the blockchain
network and is used by many existing systems [18]. +e
distribution of the decision-making responsibility process
among all individual nodes is called mining. Mining requires
a lot of computing power [19].+e conventional security and
privacy methods are ineffective when it comes to the smart
transportation system. +e main challenges that can be
solved using the blockchain instead of a traditional database
system are summarized as follows:

(i) Decentralization: distributed systems are very fault-
tolerant. Nodes in the blockchain network do not
destroy the entire system in case of failure of one
node.+ere are other nodes on the network that can
manage the blockchain. Information stored on the
blockchain node is copied to all nodes on the
network. +is means that if one node is

compromised, a hacker must change all nodes’
information to process the data, whereas if the
database server fails on an existing database system,
the entire system is affected.

(ii) Overhead cost reduction: by maintaining a block-
chain ledger through a network of distributed
nodes, the company can keep hosting, security, and
maintenance costs low. It eliminates a lot of IT staff
costs and a lot of operational and infrastructure
overhead.

(iii) Immutability: blockchain stores information that
cannot be changed. +is means that once the block
has been confirmed, it can no longer be changed.
Because many nodes store information in a secure
digital ledger, they can also resist manipulation and
tampering.

(iv) Transparency: transparency is an essential function
of the blockchain that makes it reliable compared to
traditional databases. +is makes any blockchain
audit flexible. +ere is no way to hide information
about transactions that build trust and increase
system value.

(v) Security: blockchain provides a secure environment
because it uses advanced cryptographic technology
and a decentralized network. Editing data in a block
takes a lot of computer resources. +is is not ideal
because a potential hacker cannot change every
node’s data on the network. +is is to prevent at-
tacks as they are more expensive than the mining
rewards. +is feature helps protect the blockchain
from hackers.

While blockchain technology has clear advantages and
opportunities to increase efficiency and reduce costs, there
are still some challenges and limitations to blockchain’s
widespread use in different domains. Additionally, block-
chain platforms should partially or completely replace
existing systems that require time and resources. In recent
studies, DLT has been applied to communication systems
that can almost immediately impact big data. Additionally,
smart mobility requires decentralized accounts to track data
generation. So, there is a need for a new or specific
blockchain application to fix this problem. +e proposed
system adapts to vehicle innovation and supports autono-
mous, connected, electric, shared dockless vehicles.

Smart city transportation system has various applica-
tions, such as payment through a single interface and a
shared transportation system services. +e smart trans-
portation system application also provides sustainable travel
behaviors for travelers and consumers and traffic manage-
ment systems, including signal and road occupation man-
agement. Another application of a smart urban
transportation system is micromobility management. One of
its main applications is a passenger information system that
tracks passengers to manage public transport better.

We have proposed using private blockchain to address
data security and transparency issues in smart cities’
transportation systems. +e novelty of this work is to design
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a decentralized platform for combining IoT and blockchain
technology with smart transportation systems. +is system
will help enhance the legacy transportation systems by
overcoming data security issues, transparency, and trust.
Besides, other tests are applied, and the results are compared
with the existing literature to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed work. +e fundamental contributions of the
study included the following:

(i) We present a smart transportation system by
converging blockchain and IoT for smart cities

(ii) We employ a private blockchain tomitigate the trust
issues and vulnerabilities in data security

(iii) We further analyze the performance of our rec-
ommended system by evaluating the private
blockchain network

+e rest of the article is organized as follows: related
work is described in Section 2. +e proposed architecture is
highlighted in Section 3. Section 4 describes the imple-
mentation mechanism of the proposed blockchain and IoT-
based smart transportation system. Section 5 describes the
experimental results and compares them with existing work.
+e work is completed and any relevant issues that may arise
while implementing the proposed plan are highlighted in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

+e attention towards developing the smart transportation
system has been increasing day by day. A smart and in-
telligent transportation system (ITS) should be autonomous,
decentralized, secure, efficient, intelligent to understand the
safety level at roads and improve the user’s experience
[20–22]. Currently, ITSs are facing several challenges related
to data integrity, centralization, and trustful communica-
tion. Besides, the data generated by the vehicles can be
manipulated, intercepted, and corrupted due to the attackers
[23–25]. Blockchain emerged as an innovative technology
that can be able to store data securely and transparently
[26, 27]. It has distributed ledger technology that provides a
reliable way to perform transactions without a third-party
involvement. Moreover, blockchain features such as im-
mutability, verifiability, transparency, integrity, and security
are required elements for developing a smart transportation
system [28]. +ese revolutionary features of blockchain
technology are not restricted to financial applications only,
but researchers use them in many domains. As aforemen-
tioned, we have adopted blockchain technology due to its
innovative features and implemented it in our proposed
transportation system for smart cities environment. +is
system provides the users a secure and trusted platform that
can store the data in an organized and transparent manner.
However, we have summarized several transportation sys-
tems from the literature to understand the proposed system
better.

In work by Zhang and Wang [29], a consortium
blockchain-based traffic signal control system has been
proposed that can save the various material and financial

resources efficiently. +is system can reduce human in-
volvement in traffic signal management and overcomes
centralization issues. +is work is a step towards an ITS for
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). It can manage and
control the traffic signals aptly. In the case of road con-
gestion, the vehicles forward the messages about road
conditions to the traffic department. +e traffic department
can optimize the traffic signal duration and update it ac-
cordingly.+ey can also control the vehicle status via a smart
contract. +is article also proposed credibility, which can
prevent vehicles from broadcasting deceitful or irreverent
messages. It provides a secure way of communication in the
VANETs environment. Moreover, for ensuring the privacy
and confidentiality of any data, an encryption algorithm
named El-Gamal has been utilized. +e demonstration re-
sults of the proposed system show that it can control and
manage traffic signals.

+e current traffic signal control systems do not have the
ability to handle increasing traffic volume in urban areas.
+ereby, a centralized and intelligent signal control system is
needed for meeting high traffic demand. Due to the complex
structure of VANETs networks, lack of security is another
major issue in traditional centralized systems. However,
many malicious attacks such as ghost cars and Sybil attacks
are a massive threat to the security of legacy intelligent signal
control systems. For these issues in traditional signal control
systems, the author has proposed a distributed intelligent
traffic light control system with blockchain technology [30].
It can control the existing traffic light systems and enhance
security with the help of distributed ledger technology of
blockchain. It can also introduce the edge intelligence for
running the smart contracts, which can reduce the dis-
tributed ledger’s data transmission rate to an extent. +e
comparison results of the proposedmechanismwith existing
traffic lights control systems show the system’s superiority.

Wang and Zang [31] have proposed a consortium
blockchain-based platform for secure data sharing and
customized services. It has a ciphertext policy-based data
reencryption algorithm for guaranteeing security while re-
trieving, forwarding, and sharing the data. +is algorithm
provides a secure and trustworthy environment for com-
munication in a vehicular network. Different service orga-
nizations like traffic police, insurance companies, and
maintenance companies attain the corresponding ciphertext
and decrypt it. After that, smart contracts have been applied
to provide customized services to the onboard units (OBUs).
+e presented system’s performance results demonstrate
that it can share the data with confidentiality and security.

Ahmed et al. [32] presented a smart parking system for
smart cities that aims to provide one stop for parking ser-
vices information to the customers. It brings many parking
providers to one unified platform in a smart city environ-
ment. +ere are some trust, security, and performance
concerns for making this kind of system because a tre-
mendous amount of data is shared between multiple parties.
So, security is a significant threat to the smart parking
system. For handling security, privacy, and trust challenges,
they have proposed a blockchain platform for developing an
integrated smart parking system [33]. +e authors have
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proposed blockchain-based outlier detection ITS system to
prevent the vehicles from malicious activities while infor-
mation sharing in the work by Maskey et al. [34]. Machine
learning models are used with a blockchain-based ITS
system to detect anomalies from the data. It is very beneficial
for various ITS applications like accident detection, criminal
activity detection, user profiling, and reporting, controlling,
and monitoring traffic.

Another similar kind of work, blockchain-based ITS, is
proposed to solve the data security and privacy issues and
boost the vehicles to share their data with ITS systems [35].
Blockchain technology provides users with a secure and
trustworthy way to perform transactions in the ITS system.
+is system can also perform services with traditional ITS
and infrastructure. +e proposed ITS system is scaleable and
ductile enough to introduce new services anytime due to its
smart contacts. +e proof of concept implementation of the
proposed work is based on the Ethereum blockchain
platform.

Hirctan et al. have presented a blockchain-enabled
reputation system for ITS in which only validated users can
get traffic information from the ITS system [36]. +e users
can securely share or used the system-generated data and
validated data while traveling between two points. +e
stored data are reliable based on its provider’s reputation
and cannot be altered or modified. +e proposed system
has been implemented in a simulated environment of three
cities: Beijing, San Francisco, and Rome. +ey have
implemented a routing algorithm with a blockchain net-
work for guiding the validated cars on free routes in case
any malicious information was stored in the blockchain
network. +e routing algorithm detects malicious infor-
mation and provides accurate route information to the
vehicles. Blockchain technology is usually not suitable for
power-constrained IoT devices; to undertake this issue,
Huang et al. [37] have proposed a credit-based PoW
mechanism for IoT devices that can ensure system security
and transaction efficiency at the same time. +ey designed
data rights management methods to regulate sensor data
access to protect the confidentiality of sensitive data. +ey
have used the Raspberry Pi system application to conduct
case studies from smart factories. +e evaluation and
analysis results show that the credit-based PoW mecha-
nism and data access control are safe and effective in the
IoT environment.

Another similar work related to blockchain in mobile
crowdsensing was conducted by Huang et al. [38]. Mobile
crowdsensing is integrated with industrial systems without
configuring any additional devices. To overcome the
shortcomings of the existing mobile crowdsensing system,
they propose a blockchain-based mobile crowdsensing
system. Specifically, they use miners to identify sensory data
and design dynamic incentive mechanisms to place rewards
that mitigate the imbalances of multiple search operations
while developing personal data observation methods to
identify and reduce variances in the data. +ey create a
blockchain-based mobile crowdsensing system on Ethereum
and conduct extensive experiments in the industrial IoT.
Both experimental results and security analysis have shown

that this system can protect industrial systems and improve
the system’s reliability.

+e authors have proposed a multilayered blockchain-
based system for smart transportation system data markets
(BSMD), which handles the challenges related to security,
privacy, scalability, and management in Lopez et al. ‘s work
[39]. Each user of the system can share their encrypted data
to the blockchain network with some defined rules for
accessing the data. If the other party agreed with these terms
and conditions, they could access the blockchain network’s
data. +is set of defined rules or terms and conditions are
known as a smart contract. So, there is a smart contract
between both parties for performing the transaction in the
blockchain network. Moreover, data integrity, security,
transparency, immutability, and auditability are the signif-
icant features of the proposed blockchain-based BSMD
system. To test the BSMD system’s performance, the authors
have deployed 370 peer nodes over the heterogeneous
network. +e proposed system ensures cybersecurity across
spoofing and message attacks [40].

ITSs are getting much attention these days, but road
accidents, traffic congestion, and delays have also increased
significantly. So, the relevant information on these events is
vital. ITS systems storemultidimensional data, but recording
all the data makes it very difficult to retrieve specific data
when needed and remove the rest of the features [41]. For
this issue, they have performed data analysis on accident
datasets using AI techniques, such as nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF), principle component analysis (PCA),
and linear discriminator analysis (LDA) for dimensionality
reduction. After that, a blockchain-based system has been
presented that can store the data about these critical events
in an immutable manner [42]. So, these data are essential for
other legal organizations like insurance companies. +ere is
a smart contract between them for getting accurate infor-
mation from the blockchain system. So, the proposed
mechanism can provide specific dimensionality and reduced
data to other legal companies. +e comparative analysis of
the smart transportation system with existing approaches is
presented in Table 1.

3. Design and Architecture of the
Proposed System

+e smart city concept incorporates many innovative
methods aimed at providing better solutions to residents’
problems. Besides, smart cities rely on various sensor sys-
tems, cell phones, smart transportation systems, the IoT, and
support home devices and enhance digital systems’ inte-
gration with traditional systems [44]. +e amount of data
produced by these IoTdevices has proliferated over the past
few decades. Presently, machines are producing unprece-
dented data. Sensors, closed-circuit television (CCTV)
cameras, and digital imaging devices produce data in a large
amount and send it to storage systems that can be accessed
over the Internet [45]. Mobility is a crucial point that directly
affects sustainability within the smart city. It is essential to
analyze the information for providing a smart transportation
system for a smart city’s residents within the transportation
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system. As a starting point, we must consider that smart
transportation system users’ private data are confidential
and must not be shared with the irrelevant party. Imple-
menting an intelligent transport system with blockchain is
the solution to this problem [46].

3.1. Convergence Scenario of Blockchain and IoT. We have
designed an IoT- and blockchain-based architecture for data
security and transparency in smart transportation systems.
+e intelligent transport network consists of various IoT
devices, which are responsible for collecting and transmit-
ting data. +e data are retrieved through the gateway. +e
blockchain uses representational state transfer (REST) ap-
plication programming interface (API) commands to in-
teract with these devices and user displays. Users can interact
with blockchain services using their smartphones, standard
personal computers, or tablets.

3.2. Architecture of the Proposed System. +e proposed
system covers different departments and different functions
required to manage the smart transportation system
properly. Figure 1 depicts the six-level architecture of the
proposed system. +e basic level is the administrative level
that manages the entire system. It consists of management
applications such as unique identity management, signal
management, bus operation, and route guidance. +e next
step is the IoT layer. +is layer is responsible for data
collection using radiofrequency identification (RFID), a
global positioning system (GPS), sensors, smart signals, and
smart cameras. +e central layer is the blockchain layer,
which contains certification authorities, smart contracts, and
other blockchain elements. +is layer plays a vital role in
data security. Another level is the service level. +is tier
provides various services such as navigation, bus priority
signals, toll collection, and traffic congestion estimation.+e
final step is the level of users who use this system as smart
city citizens.

+e proposed system integrates the IoTenvironment and
blockchain to provide different services to the end-users or
participants. Figure 2 describes the overall structure of the

proposed system and describes the blockchain and IoT
convergence for intelligent transport networks in smart
cities. +e basic structure of the proposed system gives an
abstract level view of the different components. It provides
the road map to connect different IoT devices with block-
chain. It also highlights the services that can be added to the
proposed system. +is system facilitates users by using the
blockchain to provide various services and ensure user data
security. Participants in the system are various users such as
customers, passengers, drivers, data analysts, traffic man-
agers, and city police stations. +ese participants have a
graphical user interface (GUI) for communicating with the
blockchain. +e blockchain communicates with the GUI
through REST API commands. For this, we have proposed
using a private blockchain. IBM has provided an open-
source private blockchain platform called Hyperledger
Fabric [47]. Hyperledger Fabric provides ledger services to
users and administrators of applications.

In most cases, multiple organizations come together into
one consortium to form a network. +eir consent is de-
termined by the consortium’s set of policies when the
network is actually created. In smart transportation systems,
there are different stakeholders. Hyperledger Fabric provides
a common platform for suborganization to work indepen-
dently within the transportation system. We create channels
for each organization to ensure privacy and transparency.
+is platform provides all the features of a private block-
chain and allows users to track timestamped transactions.
IoT devices interact with the blockchain and store data.
+ese devices or actuators can also operate according to the
instructions received from the smart contract. ITSs provide
various services to users, so an efficient transaction man-
agement system is required. It provides various services such
as navigation, bus priority signals, toll collection, traffic
congestion estimation, and gas station location.

4. Implementation

Blockchain technology has appeared as the latest solution to
various problems, for example, counterfeiting in the supply
chain process, finance security, ITS data security, and

Table 1: Comparative analysis of the proposed smart transportation system with existing approaches.

Ref. # Platform Smart
contract Access policy Consensus

determination Efficiency Functionality

[29] Ethereum Yes Consortium Selected nodes High Traffic signal control

[30] Ethereum Yes Permissionless All nodes Low Edge intelligent traffic light
control system

[31] Ethereum Yes Consortium Selected nodes Low Secure data sharing in VANETs
[43] No No No No Low AI-enabled ITS system

[33] Hyperledger
Fabric Yes Permissionless Complete nodes High Smart parking

[34] Ethereum Yes Permissioned Complete nodes Low Outlier detection using ML
[35] Ethereum Yes Permissionless Selected nodes Low ITS system
[36] Ethereum Yes Permissioned Selected nodes High Reputation system for smart ITS

Proposed
system

Hyperledger-
fabrics Yes Permissioned Arbitrary nodes High

Mitigate trust issues,
secure data sharing,

ensure IoT data security
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transparency while exchanging IoT data. Blockchain was ini-
tially introduced in Bitcoin [48]. It is a type of decentralized
digital currency that can be exchanged between the users on the
P2P (peer-to-peer) Bitcoin network over the Internet without
third-party involvement such as banks. IoT is the key to en-
abling any primary Internet connection to control devices
switching between the real world and the virtual world [49].+e
IoTalso helps connect devices and sensors, and connecting IoT
to blockchain proves to be a time- andmoney-saving approach.
+is duo is proving helpful in building trust and transparency
for the end-users [50].

We have configured the Hyperledger Fabric to maintain
the transaction history or records performed by our private
blockchain system participants through the GUI of the client
application. Participants will be provided with a GUI that
allows them to execute transactions on the blockchain
network. +ese transactions execute the issuance of traffic
tickets, ticket settlement, new participants’ addition, deletion
of participants, display of traffic information, and confir-
mation of accident information. System administrators can
update, remove, and add system components depending
upon the assigned rules defined in the smart contracts.

Participants

System controller

Clients Passenger

Drivers Admin

Data analysts

City police station

Traffic manager

GUIData access

API
commands

Rest API

Blockchain

Certificate authority

Consensus

Time stamp

Peers

Assets

Miners

Smart contracts

Communication layer

Host:3000/explorer/#/

IoT
environment

Data transmission to
blockchain nodes

RFIDs GPS IoT

Sensors Smart signals

Smart cameras

Data collection

Services data
Fare collection

service Fuel station

Parking service Navigation services

Traffic congestion
estimation

Bus priority
signal service

Figure 2: Structure of the proposed solution.

User
layer

Services
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Iot
layer

Management
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Clients

Navigation
services

Bus priority
 signal service

Fare collection
service

Consensus Peers

MinersTime stamp

Traffic congestion
estimation

Passenger Users DriversData
analysts

Certificate
authority

Smart
contracts

RFIDs

Admin City police station Traffic
manager

System
controller

ID
management

Signal
management

GPS Sensors

Bus operations Route
guidance

Smart
signals

Smart
cameras

Figure 1: Layer-based architecture of the proposed solution.
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Hyperledger Fabric is configured to allow the participants to
check the transaction details.

4.1. Secure Transaction Mechanism. Hyperledger Fabric-
based private blockchain platform allows users to create
channels, manage assets, and view transaction history.
Figure 3 shows a flowchart of transaction execution in
Hyperledger Fabric. Transactions within blockchain must be
securely routed between different peers of the blockchain.
Transactions between certification authority, endorser, or-
derer, nonendorser, and devices are explained using a flow
diagram. Each device that initiates a transaction obtains a
certificate of registration from Fabric’s certification au-
thority (CA). After registration, it can send a request to get
an enrollment certificate. +e Fabric CA issues a digital
certificate to the device. +e device then sends a request to
create a channel for the subscriber. Approver and non-
approval peers also joined these channels after they were
created. +e client initiates the chain code on the peer. +e
approver peer checks the transaction and sends the response
to the client. If this is a valid transaction, it will be forwarded
to the subscriber. +e orderer then delivers a block of order
transactions and notifies the peer.

+ere are several transactions within the blockchain to
perform various operations, such as updating the system’s
state of IoT devices. +e IoT device’s state can be updated
using Algorithm 1. +e user needs a deviceID to get the data
of a specific device. +e algorithm starts with initializing
different variables required to perform the operation. Here,
t-list represents the list of available devices. +is algorithm
will check that the transaction state for a specific sensor is
new or not; if the new state is true, it will update the state of
IoT device; otherwise, it will generate the message that the
state is previous and has not been changed.

4.2. Multichannel Configuration. +e Hyperledger Fabric
guarantees confidentiality, privacy, and high abstraction.
+e Fabric allows creating private subsections for com-
munication between two or more specific network members
called channel networks.

Channels are used to conduct private and confidential
transactions. Figure 4 shows a diagram of two channels. One
of the major reasons to choose Hyperledger blockchain for a
smart city is its functionality to interact within the con-
sortium. It provides the support to connect multiple
channels while considering privacy and transparency. +e
second channel is a subchannel of the first channel; the
second channel members can communicate privately. A
channel consists of organizations, peers, the ledger, chain
code applications, and the certificate authority. Each
transaction on the network is executed on a channel, reaches
an agreement, and forwards the transaction to all partici-
pants. Network operations are performed on the channel.
Each party must be authorized and authorized to operate on
this channel. +is channel contains unique identifiers pro-
vided by the member service provider (MSP). +e MSP
authenticates associates, subchannels, and services [51].

4.3. Endpoint Security. A communication endpoint is a type
of communication node whose interface is vulnerable to
connectivity or network partners. Endpoint security in-
cludes protection of endpoints or end-user nodes. +e
endpoint acts as an access point to the blockchain network.
Malicious parties can use these points for malicious activ-
ities. +erefore, in a secure smart city transportation system,
endpoint assurance is critical. Devices will be registered by
the admin using Fabric CA. Admin will ensure that keys are
assigned only to the trusted devices assigned. Hyperledger
Fabric CA is the CA for the registration of clients. It offers
features like ID registration, issuance, registration, renewal,
and cancellation of certificates.

Figure 5 illustrates the certification mechanism for se-
curity separation. Clients or customers apply to the CA to
issue an electronic certificate. A CA contains a root server, a
proxy server, and a certificate database [52]. It checks that
the client is not on the revocation list. +en, a signed cer-
tificate is issued to the client. It also issues public and private
keys. Fabric CA is the ID issuing authority; users can trust
certification authority because even CA cannot tamper with
their data once recorded in the blockchain. +e CA is im-
portant for the endpoint security of the whole system.

5. Results

+is results section provides substantive simulation out-
comes to evaluate the proposed smart transportation sys-
tem’s performance based on the blockchain and IoT
platform’s convergence. To present a thorough approach, we
conducted several experimental tests using various perfor-
mance metrics. We analyzed the performance based on
resource usage analysis, transaction response time for
multiple user requests, and latency rate while querying
transactions. For evaluation purposes, we have used Post-
man, a tool that analyzes RESTful APIs, and Hyperledger
Caliper.

While querying transactions, the latency rate includes
the time the transaction request was sent and the time re-
quired to get approval from the web client.

5.1. Simulation Environment. Our test-bed is deployed in
two separate development environments: blockchain net-
work and web application. +e online version of the
Hyperledger Composer is deprecated; hence, we have in-
stalled the offline version Hyperledger Composer play-
ground for simulation purposes. +e installation process
includes the prerequisites, preparation of the development
environment, starting fabric composer, and user interface of
the composer playground.

For developing an interactive web application, we have
used the bootstrap framework, JavaScript, and JQUERY. On
the other hand, for developing a private blockchain network,
we have used Hyperledger Fabric that is an open-source
solution provided by the Linux Foundation for building
blockchain-based applications. +e Ubuntu 18.04 LTS is an
operating system for the development of a private block-
chain network. Docker-engine and Docker-composer are
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used for providing the running environment and integrated
development environment (IDE), respectively.+ey both are
used to configure the containers and docker images in the
VMs. +e Hyperledger Fabric used the Node JavaScript
platform to develop a software development kit (SDK).
Besides, REST APIs are used for the communication of client
web applications with the private blockchain network.

For developing and managing the smart contract, we
have used the composer command-line interface (CLI).
Hyperledger Composer is a set of collaborative tools for
building private blockchain networks that make it easy and
quick for developers to create smart contracts and block-
chain applications to solve business problems [47]. Further,
couch DB is a database repository that can store the current
states of the distributed ledger.

Figure 6 presents the transaction history or records
performed by our private blockchain system’s participants
through the GUI of the client application. +e participants
are provided with GUI where they can perform the trans-
actions in the blockchain network; these transactions should

issue traffic tickets, transfer ticket or ticket payment, add
new participants, delete participants, check traffic infor-
mation, and check accident information. +e system’s
admin can update, delete, and add any system participants if
they violate the private blockchain network’s rules. +is
transaction history portal has attributes such as date-time of
the transaction, transaction type, and participants involved
in performing this transaction. +e users can only see the
transaction detail by clicking on the view transaction detail
button, but no participant can alter or delete the transaction
in this blockchain network.

5.2. Resource Utilization Analysis. We have used an open-
source Hyperledger Caliper to analyze and test the resource
utilization of our private blockchain system [53]. Table 2
presents the average and maximum CPU, RAM resource
utilization results generated by the Hyperledger Caliper.

In the peer node case, the maximum CPU and memory
were recorded to 13.3% and 115MB, respectively. +e

Device Fabric CA Endorser Orderer Non endorser

Register

Enroll

Issue e-certificate

Join channel

Install chaincode

Invoke chaincode

Endorsement response

Send endorsed transaction

Create channel

Join channel

Install chaincode

Deliver block of ordered
transaction

Deliver block of ordered
transaction

Figure 3: Flow diagram of the transaction between peers of blockchain.

Ensure: Initialize var deviceRegistry
Ensure: Initialize var deviceID
Ensure: Initialize var t-list
Ensure: Initialize var station� getstation ()
if tx.newstate�True then

deviceID.state� tx.newstate
if tx.enables !�null then
deviceID.enabled� tx.enabled }\newline
dev-station� station }\newline
t-list� deviceID }\newline

elseif tx.newstate� False
event.msg (“State of IoT dvice having ID “+ deviceID +” has not changed”)

end if
end if

return asset.update (deviceID)
return event.msg (“State of IoT dvice having ID “+ deviceID +” has been changed.”)� 0

ALGORITHM 1:Pseudocode for IoT device state transaction.
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average memory of 78MB and an average CPU of 7.8% was
recorded. In a system proposed by Jamil et al. [54], the
average memory of peer node was recorded at 98.5MB and a
maximum of 106.6MB. Moreover, in the case of the orderer
node, the average memory and CPU usage have been
recorded to 30MB and 2\%, respectively. In work by Jamil
et al. [54], the average memory and CPU usage were
recorded at 88.7MB and 6.75%, respectively. In the CA node
case, the memory and CPU utilization were 6MB and 0.25%,
respectively. +e resource utilization experimental results
show that our private blockchain system has used low re-
sources, better user experience, and reliability.

To test our blockchain network’s response time, three
user groups with 200 users, 400 users, and 600 users have
been used with a simulation period of 140ms. As shown in
Figure 7, the blockchain network’s response time continu-
ously increases with the growing number of user’s requests.
More users querying at the same time to the blockchain
network cause an increase in the response time. We have
evaluated our system’s performance with 200 users in the
first phase, 400 users in the second phase, and 600 users at
the last phase. +e response time is almost the same for the
first two user groups, but when we increased the users to 600,
the response rate slightly increased to 30ms. Overall, the

Certificate authority

Receive
verification

Root server

Intermediate server

Certificate database

Check list

Certificate revocation list

Request certificates

Issue signed certificates

Public key

Private key

Digital certificates

Fabric CA client

Figure 5: Certificate authority for endpoint security.

Org #1

Rest
API

Channel #1

Ledger Peer

Rest
API Ledger Peer

Rest
API Ledger Peer

Certificate authority

Certificate authority Certificate authority

Chaindcode Chaindcode

Chaindcode

Transactions

Fabric runtime

Block

Orderer

Block
Transactions

Org #2 Org #3

Block

Channel #2

Transactions

Transaction collection

Block preparation

Consensus

Foward to committers

Figure 4: Multichannel network within a private blockchain.
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proposed blockchain network’s performance remains stable
and satisfactory even we have increased the number of users
to 600.

Figure 8 illustrates the maximum, average, and mini-
mum latency of the blockchain network while running the
query transactions. We have used Equation 1 to calculate
latency, where Tcon represents the confirmation time, Nt is
network threshold is represented by Ntrh, and submission
time is represented by Tsub. Transaction latency Ltra can be
obtained by multiplying the network threshold with con-
firmation time and subtracting the submission time.

Ltra � TconNtrh − Tsub. (1)

Similar to Figure 7, three different user groups with 200,
400, and 600 users are used for testing the latency of the
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proposed system. +e average latency for the first user
group, with 200 users, is 220ms. +e average latency for the
second user group is 330ms, and for the third user group
with 600 users, average latency is 460ms.

6. Conclusions

Smart cities provide citizens with smart and sophisticated
services that can improve their quality of life. However, it
should be noted that the collection, storage, processing, and
analysis of heterogeneous data typically collected from
residents face vulnerability issues. In Industry 4.0, advances
in the IoT, cloud computing, social media, and other
influencers place technology within a smart society’s
framework, creating potential loopholes for smart city data,
services, and applications. +is vulnerability creates a data
security issue. To solve this problem, we propose a decen-
tralized data management system that allows users to use the
blockchain and the IoT to manage their data in a smart and
sustainable environment. Integrating blockchain technology
and the IoT into their transportation systems will un-
doubtedly have many benefits. +ese benefits cover a wide
range of data sharing and tracking to smart city residents’
transparency and privacy. +is article describes a new
procedure for designing and implementing a decentralized
platform for combining IoTand blockchain technology with
smart transportation systems. It aims at file creation. It is a
safe, transparent, and reliable transportation system for
officials, police departments, traffic managers, and drivers in
smart cities using this service. Designed for enterprise use,
Hyperledger Fabric was used to conduct case studies of
blockchain-based smart city transportation systems as a
proof of concept. Various performance indicators can be
used in the test to show a certain level and achieve significant
transaction productivity and low resource utilization. A
comparative analysis of systems designed in the current
method underscores the importance of this task. As a result,
the designed system performed better than other systems in
other respects. +is system will address residents’ and au-
thorities’ security challenges in smart and sustainable cities
and lead to better governance and better policies. +e future
study guide for this article is based on covering more
complex business networks with more vehicle sensors.
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